Hand Crimpers & Positioners
TX Series • MIL-DTL-38999 Series III Style Connectors
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Precision Hand Crimpers

TX

A crimp tool provides reliable crimp termination of contacts
for mission-critical applications. A hand crimper is suitable for
contacts from size #12 to #22D. For production environments,
pneumatic crimpers are also available.

The tool frames have a built-in 8-step selector knob for easy
adjustment of crimp depth to accommodate the size of wire
being used. Data plates on positioners provide setting information specific to the size of wires and contacts being used.

Our tools feature an 8-impression crimp, which ensures maximum tensile strength between wire and contact. Their cycle
controlled ratchets are consistent and accurate and do not
permit half crimps, ensuring complete and precise crimping
every time.

There are a variety of crimp tools and positioners available to fit the various sized contacts within each connector
series. We have paired our most popular models with their
required positioner(s) to ensure complete compatibility.

Hand Crimper & Positioner Kits
Part Number

Kit Includes the Following Items

Contacts Sizes

Milnec Series Compatibility

Mil-Spec Series Compatibility

TK101-KIT

TK101A crimp tool with TP104 turret positioner

#20, #16, #12

DL Series, DS, Series,
TX Series

MIL-DTL-38999 Series I, II, III

TK101B-KIT

TK101A crimp tool with TP102 turret positioner

#20, #16, #12

BM Series, EV Series,
TM Series, HR Series

MIL-DTL-26482 Series I, II
MIL-DTL-83723 Series III
MIL-DTL-5015 Crimp*

TK201-KIT

TK201 crimp tool with the following positioners:
TP209 (for pins), TP207 (for sockets)

#22, #22M, #22D

DL Series, TX Series

MIL-DTL-38999 Series I
MIL-DTL-38999 Series III

TK201B-KIT

TK201 crimp tool with the following positioners:
TP209 (for pins), TP206 (for sockets)

#22, #22M, #22D

DS Series

MIL-DTL-38999 Series II

* Contacts size #8 and larger require pneumatic crimper. When this is not an option, wires may be soldered directly into contact wire well. For mission critical applications, crimping is preferred termination method.
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